


Interfaith Ministries for 

Greater Houston brings 

people of diverse faith 

traditions together for 

dialogue, collaboration 

and service, as a 

demonstration of our 

shared beliefs.



1955

Our Rich History

In 1955, the Houston 

Council of 

Churches launched 

IM's predecessor 

organization, the 

Church Welfare 

Bureau, to organize 

the Protestant 

community to minister 

to those in need.

In 1964, the 

Bureau was 

reorganized as 

Protestant 

Charities, a group 

that was joined 

and strengthened 

by the Jewish 

community.

Officially chartered 

as Houston 

Metropolitan 

Ministries in 1969, 

IM has been a 

leading force in 

bringing together 

people of all faiths 

to serve people in 

need in the 

greater Houston 

area.

IM was renamed 

Interfaith 

Ministries for 

Greater Houston 

in 1992 to reflect 

support from 

increasingly 

diverse faith 

traditions.
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IM Program Areas
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IM Meals on Wheels for 

Greater Houston 



IM Refugee Services





Interfaith Relations
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House of Worship Visits

Speaker Requests

Networking

“Behind-the-Scenes”

Resources



Dinner Dialogue



Youth Service



Educational Events







32nd Kinder Institute Houston Area Survey, p.17 
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32nd Kinder Institute Houston Area Survey, p.27 
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32nd Kinder Institute Houston Area Survey, p.21 



Atheism

Lutheran 

Candomble

Buddhism

Jainism

Sunni Muslim
Jehovah’s Witness

Baha’i

Mormonism

Confucianism

Conservative 
Judaism

Hinduism

Presbyterianism

Roman Catholic 

Shinto

Sikhism

Rastafarianism

Santeria

Paganism

Spiritual

Taoism

Unitarianism

Zoroastrianism

Protestant
Evangelical Christian

American Indian

Orthodox Judaism

Wiccan

Eastern Orthodox

Southern Baptist
Shi’a Muslim

Voudon

Alaska Native

Pentecostal
Methodist

Reform Judaism

Hasidic

Agnostic

Mahayana

Russian Orthodox

Seventh Day Adventist

How Many Religions?







































RELIGIOUS LITERACY

Religious Literacy is defined as a basic understanding of the 
history, sacred texts, beliefs, rituals, and current 

manifestations of multiple faith traditions, AND the ability 
to understand the intersection of religions and 

social/political/cultural life through multiple lenses. 

2/4/2013: http://crcc.usc.edu/blog/news/the-role-of-religious-competency-and-
literacy-in-disaster/



Thesis:

We lack basic information and ENGAGEMENT skills in religion and 
culture that we would not tolerate in other academic disciplines.

Much like our attempts to “catch up” with years of education and not 
paying attention to the rest of the world (see STEM), the lack of basic 

information and skills is now coming back to haunt us…whether it be in 
world politics or the simple ability to talk to our neighbors.



On the Journey….



Short clip from the movie “Baraka”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSLlN4j2QOo

















Why are we Religious?







From definition to purpose: 
Why study religion?



To understand homo religiosis

To overcome our ignorance

To achieve a global perspective

To help us formulate our own 
religious belief or philosophy of life



Ways of Studying 
Religion



Kecak Monkey Chant from “Baraka”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGXcnWUqV-Y



Six Approaches



The “supernatural” approach

“recognition of a superhuman controlling power, and 
especially of a personal God, entitled to obedience.”

Pros: Makes it easy to exclude more “problematic” religions 
(football, anyone?)

Cons:  Will tend to be too exclusive to be helpful…how does 
Buddhism fit?



The “dimensional” approach
Doctrinal and Philosophical

A religion typically has a web of doctrines. Though they seem abstract, they are 
important in relation to the other dimensions. 

Mythic and Narrative (and symbolic)
Religions set great store by stories. And its not only religions, but secular worldviews: 
Mussolini appealed to the Golden Years of the Roman Empire to legitimate fascism.

Ethical or Legal
Every religion has ethical values, and sometimes these are codified into a fully 

fledged legal system. 
Ritual or Practical

What religious people “do.” Orthopraxy, not orthodoxy…
The Experiential or Emotional

Experience and feelings are important in religion. Sometimes they set the stage for 
the origin of a tradition, especially the more experiential, orthopraxid traditions. 

The Social or Institutional
What are the organizations religions develop?



The “functional” approach

What is religion “doing?”

Social glue?
Relieve anxiety of uncertainty, 

powerlessness, scarcity?



The “phenomenological” approach

Aims at objectivity through the use of 
putatively neutral criteria

…a “detached” approach

The idea of “bracketing” one’s beliefs…



The “confessional” approach
What you believe is the truth…and it is your 

obligation to share it….



The “empathetic” approach

A sort of “third way” between the phenomenological 
approach and the confessional approach…

Imagine you are looking in a house at night…

There are lights on inside the house which allow you to look inside at what they are 
doing, and what they are doing or the shape of the house may seem unusual.  The 

empathetic approach means that we will knock on the door and be a good guest. We 
need to rely on the shared humanity of all. It requires diligent study, and the full use 

of our imaginations. 



Practice radical curiosity 



Reflection







We are all explorers now…



Krister Stendahl



Let the other define

Compare “best with best”

Practice “holy envy”



Thank you!

Department of Interfaith Relations
Rev. Greg Han, Director 

ghan@imgh.org

A “half-Asian, Midwestern-raised, Jesuit-educated, 
Harvard-Trained, Texas-residing, Presbyterian 

Minister”

713.533.4900
www.imgh.org

mailto:ghan@imgh.org

